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The Cost of Exultation

That cost for that cost of exultation there is a price to be paid; there is a
place to go to and there is a supper to serve; there are places of waiting, of
waiting. When I taught my apostles not to be like the Gentiles for they
exercised authority upon each other and the cost of exultation that they see
that they understand exultation to be one exercising the authority above
another. But in my kingdom it's not so. In my kingdom the one that gets the
place that finds the privilege of my hand being upon them is the one who
finds the place of service in the quiet place behind the door. But the greatest
place of exultation is not to be seen. It's not to be heard. It's not to have your
voice lifted up on high or any one comment about what you know or what
you can do. The greatest place is for me to visit you in that eternal existing
place where stillness dictates the day and an absoluteness of intimacy tells
you with all, with all defining without words even being spoken that my
pleasure is upon you. 0ut of that place is true exultation. Out of that place
comes the ministry of the Spirit by which can be poured through you
uninterrupted, that which brings healing, that which brings deliverance, that
which brings restoration. You’ll fight; when you know that exultation is
upon you, you’ll in your own heart fight, fight not to be recognized. With no
pretense you'll fight to hide behind the covering, the true exultation of Jesus.
This is my exultation. This is what I told them from the beginning that there
is none to be of themselves greater than the other, but the exultation came as
they humble themselves and became a servant.


